Integration of viral DNA sequences in cells transformed by adenovirus 2 or SV40.
We have cloned and propagated in prokaryotic vectors the viral DNA sequences that are integrated in a variety of cells transformed by adenovirus 2 or SV40. Analysis of the clones reveals that the viral DNA sequences sometimes are arranged in a simple fashion, collinear with the viral genome; in other cell lines there are complex arrangements of viral sequences in which tracts of the viral genome are inverted with respect to each other. In several cases the nucleotide sequences at the joints between cell and viral sequences have been determined: usually there is a sharp transition between cellular and viral DNAs. The viral sequences are integrated at different locations within the genomes of different cell lines; likewise there is no specific site on the viral genomes at which integration occurs. Sometimes the viral sequences are integrated within repetitive cellular DNA, and sometimes within unique sequences. In some cases there is evidence that the viral sequences along with the flanking cell DNA have been amplified after integration. The sequences that flank the viral insertion in the line of SV40-transformed rat cells known as 14B have been used as probes to isolate, from untransformed rat cells, clones that carry the region of the chromosome in which integration occurred. Analysis of the structure of these clones by restriction endonculease digestion and heteroduplex formation shows that a rearrangement of cellular sequences has occurred, presumably as a consequence of integration.